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Executive Summary
Managing team members to greater
performance is an ongoing challenge that
all senior executives struggle with. Profits,
expenses, productivity, staff retention and
improved decision skillsets cycle up and
down depending on a firm’s understanding
on how to lead. Leadership capabilities
are often learned on the job through
observation, osmosis, and trial and error
as senior management teams build their
business. However, leadership, like other
management skillsets can be learned
and successfully implemented when
understood and practiced.
Through this white paper, we will
discuss four specific action steps we
have researched and identified as key
business drivers based on our client work
with over 600 CEOs of growth-directed
companies. By implementing these
leadership management suggestions, you
can immediately accelerate your firm’s
profitability.
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Hire Candidates Who Suggest,
Not Just Listen
In today’s operating world, finding and
retaining good team members is more
important than ever before. Most firms
use some candidate selection and due
diligence criteria during the interview
process that includes psychological,
financial and skillset assessments but often
these only scratch the surface of truly
understanding the candidate’s capabilities
in the day-to-day minutia of their assigned
position. Often this process does not fully
assess their value to the organization based
on their ability to proactively contribute to
your firm (and their department) success.
Business model acceleration can only
really happen when all team members
become a participant in your firm’s growth
capabilities by actively contributing to their
position and department improvement
without management stimulation.
Employees who only respond to position
questions or implement action steps based
on management inquiry or direction
are half-cycle team members who waste
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valuable company time and productivity
because they only contribute marginally
as a directed employee. If you have
employees who only do what you need
them to do, company growth potential
becomes stifled because innovation
development is limited to an inner circle
staff that often has a narrow scope of
reference. For innovation to truly be a
driver for business growth, companies
must use a concentric circle model of
influences where each evolving layer of
team member contribution is built on a
continuous process of input based on the
last to create overlapping contribution
where each layer (suggestion and action
steps) compliments the next.

Leadership Suggestion #1
Build new employee interview processes
that induce candidates to role-play “what
if ” suggestions during the due diligence
process to identify talent capabilities
the candidate has to become a proactive
participant in the growth of your
company. Hiring “yes I can do that” team
members at all levels of your organization
never gives you the talent you need to
accelerate your growth because it becomes
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a top-down innovation think tank model
where often the team that got you where
you are, also becomes the team to think
through where you need to be. This
secular model of strategic innovation
limits long-term growth potential.

Provide Continuous Training
That Stimulates Proactive
Participation
To facilitate proactive participation by all
team members from the mailroom to the
boardroom, training as a planned ongoing
process is required. Not just operations,
sales, marketing and administrative
department skillset training, but “what if ”
game theory that stimulates team member
suggestions and department opportunity
identification that will help your firm hit
its stated growth objectives. All employees
are business assets and to maximize your
investment in them, you must induce them
to expand their position expectations to
become process improvement zealots
who are continuously thinking, how do
we make this better? or how do we increase
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our growth?. We have identified that in
accelerated growth firms, training is not
seen as an expense that is often cut when
corporate goals are missed, but instead as
an investment needed to achieve greater
success.
“What If ” game theory training helps
stimulate all levels of team member
engagement – creating an operating
environment where all suggestions and
business model recommendations will be
freely given on a regular basis, becoming
standard company operating procedures
instead of one-time anomalies.

Leadership Suggestion #2
Like suggestion number one, for new
employee candidates, stimulating existing
team member contribution is even more
important. To build the environment
of ongoing feedback and change
management input, hold at least two 1-day
sessions within each department using a
“What If ” game theory session to build
business model suggestions as a standard
company operating process.
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Measure Team Member
Performance
Through our analysis, we have identified
that consistently successful firms measure
all team members on a regular basis
using a job performance categorization
benchmark model where each employee
knows the standard of success for their
position.
Job performance categorization breaks
down each position (both staff and
line) into an “A”, “B”, “C” and “D”
measurement standard where each team
member is informed about specific
criteria that have to be met to reach each
level. This non-emotional non-political
measurement model minimizes employee
frustration, increases team member
performance and accelerates employee
return on investment by creating an
environment where everyone knows
what is expected. This objective approach
helps “C” players to become “B” players,
“B” players to become “A” players and
“D” players to know they need to seek
alternative employment.
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When implemented correctly, job
performance categorization helps
companies grow and drives corporate
profits by setting standards to create
benchmark opportunities for employees to
rise to.

Leadership Suggestion #3
Build job success criteria for all team
members including executives, managers
and administrative staff using detailed
measurable metrics that are quantitative.
Create scalable expectations, train your
team on how to reach these objectives and
then measure their progress.

Communicate Correctly
Communication is defined by MerriamWebster dictionary as “the act or process
of using words, to express or exchange
information, ideas and thoughts.” CEO
leadership requires communication skills
that encourage team members to raise
their performance levels to a standard
where their contribution to the company
goals exceeds the investment made in
them. All employees either cost you
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money or make you money. In today’s
economy, to induce team members
to accelerated performance requires
you as the executive in charge to use
“correct communication” that drives
your team to implement action steps
that produce results. So, what is “correct
communication”? In a world where
public company CEOs are visible on TV,
become instant celebrities on YouTube,
and are judged by how many people
follow them on Twitter, true leadership
in today’s successful companies comes
from management who listens more and
talks less. Accelerated growth leaders
focus more on their team’s needs and how
they communicate internally than the PR
they deliver externally. Most CEOs who
over-communicate do so because they
are trying to compensate for their lack
of clear team performance guidelines for
team member success with quantity … not
quality.
Yes, motivational commencements
can stimulate improved team member
performance in the short-term, but
without position responsibilities and
expectation clarity, it just becomes wasted
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verbose declarations that frustrate team
members who see it as grandstanding and
self-promotion.

on the goals prior to trying to lead. Goals
first, leadership second, success third.

Leadership Suggestion #4

About The Author

Talk less, listen more and build a
communication approach so that when
you speak, team members can trace your
questions, suggestions and directions to
their written performance standards as
a foundation for them to respond from.
Correct leadership communication always
focuses on the reinforcement of team
members’ stated performance objectives.
Executive communication should always
be a tool to help team members succeed
within their stated understanding of what
is expected of them.

Paul DiModica is the founder and CEO
of Value Forward Group, a high tech
revenue capture specialist advisement
and management consulting firm. Paul
is also editor of the IT sales, strategy
and marketing strategy newsletter
called HighTechSuccess read by high tech
executives in over 110 countries worldwide
(www.hightechsuccess.com).

Conclusion
True leadership is a verb. It must be
enacted in a precise manner, where each
action stated or delivered induces an
expected response by those being lead.
CEOs can use leadership as a planned,
profit improvement success tool by
following these suggestions and focusing
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Additionally, he is the author of the books
High Tech CEO Business Success Strategies,
How to Sell Technology® and his new book
the Revenue Capture Scorecard®.
Prior to launching the Value Forward
Group in 2001, Paul spent over 20
years in high tech businesses as a Senior
Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
Vice President of Strategy Worldwide
(Renaissance Worldwide Inc.), Vice
President of Operations, Chief Operating
Officer and company founder in private,
family-run and public IT companies with
annual revenues up to $900 million.
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Paul has been featured or interviewed
in hundreds of media outlets including
the New York Times, Investors Daily, Fox
News, Selling Power Magazine, Sales and
Marketing Magazine, CIO Magazine, CFO
Magazine, Entrepreneur Magazine, Training
Magazine, Marketing Magazine, Computer
World Magazine, Entrepreneur Radio, Chicago
Tribune, Executive Travel Magazine, Value
Added Partners and many others.

About Value Forward Group
The Value Forward Group is a high tech
business success advisement consulting
firm. We focus on helping CEOs,
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company founders and senior executive
team members of technology, software
and professional service companies
maximize revenue, increase marketing
success, reduce operating expenses and
build a replicable and scalable revenue
capture process that gives them a
competitive edge. For more information
about Value Forward programs and
services, please contact:
Paul DiModica
770-632-7647
pdimodica@valueforward.com
www.valueforward.com
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Kickstart Your Business Growth
Value Forward® offers one-on-one and team advisement programs for technology, software and
professional service executive leadership. Our programs are personalized based on the client’s needs,
business objectives and company size. Working with CEOs and department executives, we offer a broad
range of best practice and thought leadership input on sales, marketing, operations, strategy, technology
development and financial models.
Our programs and services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Message Communication
Keynote and conference speaking
360° High Tech Business Success Assessment and Recommendations Program
Sales and marketing strategy development
Operations department best practices design
Strategic Planning
Value Forward Selling® team training
Value Forward Marketing® team training
Merger and acquisition advisement

For more information on our programs and services, contact Paul DiModica at 770-632-7647.

